Abstract Chromatin has a tendency to shift from a relatively decondensed (active) to condensed (inactive) state during cell differentiation due to interactions of specific architectural and/or regulatory proteins with DNA. A promotion of chromatin folding in terminally differentiated avian blood cells requires the presence of either histone H5 in erythrocytes or non-histone protein, myeloid and erythroid nuclear termination stage-specific protein (MENT), in white blood cells (lymphocytes and granulocytes). These highly abundant proteins assist in folding of nucleosome arrays and self-association of chromatin fibers into compacted chromatin structures. Here, we briefly review structural aspects and molecular mode of action by which these unrelated proteins can spread condensed chromatin to form inactivated regions in the genome.
capable of interacting with linker histones (H1 or H5) to form a nucleosome array. Linear nucleosome strings, also referred to as 10-nm diameter filament, composed of histone octamers bound to DNA represent the first level of hierarchical chromatin structure. Their folding and condensation give rise to a higher-ordered 30-nm-diameter secondary structures (Woodcock and Dimitrov 2001; Hansen 2002) for which two disparate architectural models of the chromatin fiber arrangement have been proposed.
A solenoid model (Finch and Klug 1976 ) depicts one-start helical structure of the chromatin filaments where the linker DNA is bent so that the adjacent nucleosomes are in a contact with each other to form a helix. A zig zag model (Woodcock et al. 1984) , however, represents a two-start helix with a straight linker DNA so that the consecutive nucleosomes are lying at the opposite sites of the fiber axis. Such nucleosomal arrays visible as unique structural motifs that direct chromatin compaction and stabilization have been observed in the intact nuclei (Bednar et al. 1998) . In vitro studies of chromatin fiber with forcemeasuring laser tweezers (Cui and Bustamante 2000) and a calculation of the size distribution of radiationinduced breaks in DNA strands in vivo (Rydberg et al. 1998) seem to favor irregular zig zag conformation of chromatin fiber. Electron microscopy visualization of a loosened nucleosome array obtained following stabilization by cross-linking of histone tail with disulfide compound indicated (Dorigo et al. 2004 ) that the chromatin fiber contained a parallel arrangement of nucleosome stacks with a zig zag fold in a two-start helix. In addition, using a DiSCO model combined with the Monte Carlo simulations of the array of 12-nucleosome units containing all histone tails, Sun et al. (2005) observed that they adopted a highly irregular conformation at a high ionic strength which transited to the extended "beads-on-a-string" form at a low salt concentration. The salt-dependent condensation is a strong indication of electrostatic interactions including the linker DNA-nucleosome and internucleosomal attractions in addition to the repulsion between linker DNA units. Generally, the nucleosome arrangements with a short nucleosome repeat length (NRL) of 167 bp seem to be stiffer than nucleosomal fibers with 197-bp NRL (Kruithof et al. 2009 ) as probed by a fiber stretching (at the forces between 0.5 and 3.5 pN) in the presence or absence of linker histones (H1 or H5). The results of singlemolecule force spectroscopy (Kruithof et al. 2009) provide strong evidence that the 30-nm chromatin fiber may exist in the form of one-start solenoid. Moreover, it appeared (Kruithof et al. 2009 ) that linker histones do not affect the length or stiffness of the fiber but rather stabilize its folding. The core histone tails, especially those of H3 (Kan et al. 2007) and H4 (Kan et al. 2009 ), were responsible for the internucleosome attractions and most of the linker DNA-nucleosome interactions (Sun et al. 2005) . In addition to the interaction of an acidic patch on the surface of histone H2A with basic residues in the N-terminal tail of histone H4 (Luger et al. 1997; Kan et al. 2009 ), the histone H2A C-terminal domain can regulate nucleosome stability and chromatin structure by acting as a recognition module for histone H1 binding to the nucleosome (Vogler et al. 2010) . Such histone-histone interactions may affect formation of the 30-nm chromatin fiber whose existence in vivo, irrespective of contentious details of nucleosome arrangement, remains controversial (Maeshima et al. 2010; Fussner et al. 2011) . A lack of higher order chromatin structure in high-resolution cryoelectron microscopy images of human mitotic cells persuaded Eltsov et al. (2008) to postulate that nucleosomal fibers form a highly disordered state resembling a polymer melt without folding into 30-nm fiber structure. Although some imperfections in sample preparations for electron microscopy may result in the inability to detect 30-nm fibers in situ, the existence of rigid rodlike structures observed in early experiments using synchrotron radiation X-ray (Bordas et al. 1986 ) and neutron scattering (Gerchman and Ramakrishnan 1985) in solubilized chromatin was later confirmed using chromatin fiber preparations of 24-25 nm (Dorigo et al. 2004 ) and 35 nm (Robinson et al. 2006 ) in a diameter. Similar results were obtained by Ghirlando and Felsenfeld (2008) who identified 33-45-nm rodlike particles with six to seven nucleosomes per 11 nm turn in both constitutive and facultative heterochromatin segments excised from the chicken β-globin locus and released from the nuclei.
As it was shown in numerous in vitro and in vivo studies (for review, see Hansen 2002) , the 30-nm chromatin fiber could be organized into large-scale structural levels, such as fiber segments of~60-80 and~100-130 nm in a diameter (Belmont and Bruce 1994) attributed to the heterochromatin states in terminally differentiated cells (Belmont 1999) . Extensively compacted chromatin fibers were observed in nuclei of many cell types (Woodcock and Horowitz 1995) where they usually adopted a highly nonuniform structures with non-helical irregular zig zag conformations (Woodcock et al. 1993) . Similar patterns of compacted chromatin fibers isolated from distinct blood cells were observed in different ultrastructural studies. Both chicken erythrocyte chromatin imaged by scanning force microscopy (Zlatanova et al. 1994 ) and chicken granulocyte chromatin visualized by cryoelectron microscopy (Grigoryev et al. 1999 ) possessed self-associated structures in which chromatin fiber was folded back on itself forming irregular structures thicker than those of 30 nm in a diameter. Whereas the observed folded back structure of 40-50 nm in a diameter was less than that of 60 nm predicted for the two side-byside aligned 30-nm fibers, the fold back fashion of interfiber interaction needed a reciprocal binding of nucleosomes between laterally arranged fibers . It seems that these cellspecific condensed chromatin states were created via a common electrostatic mechanism that required neutralization of negatively charged DNA by positively charged proteins, histone H5 in the erythrocytes and MENT in the granulocytes, which were shown to be extra accumulated in the respective cells (Table 1) .
Factors involved in chromatin compaction
The pathways of chromatin folding driven by the interactions between nucleosome arrays largely appear to be linked with the neutralization of negatively charged DNA by positively charged tails of core histones. Under certain concentrations of divalent cations, a salt dependent oligomerization (Ausio et al. 1984 ) and self-association (Schwarz and Hansen 1994) of the nucleosomal arrays have been detected. However, in contrast to divalent cations which are able to induce self-association of nucleosomal structures even at a minimal concentrations, the anions have been found to affect poorly the chromatin fiber oligomerization (Schwarz et al. 1996) . Secondary ion mass spectrometry images revealed that both divalent (Mg 2+ and Ca 2+ ) and monovalent (Na + and K + ) cations were involved in (Thomas et al. 1992; Bednar et al. 1998; Koutzamani et al. 2002) MENT is deposited in non-red blood cells (granulocytes~2 molecules/200 bp of DNA) forming condensed and repressed chromatin Domain organization and molecular structure N-terminal domain (1-21 aa), C-terminal domain (101-189 aa), and globular domain (22-100 aa) containing winged-helix fold consisting of three helix bundles (H1 29-38aa, H2 48-58aa, H3 65-78aa) and two strands of β-ribbon (81-85aa and 93-96aa) (Briand et al. 1980; Ramakrishnan et al. 1993) M-loop domain (61-91 aa), NLS domain (80-84 aa), and RCL domain (352-379 aa). The molecule adopts α/β fold comprised of nine α-helices (hA-hI) and three β-sheets (A-C) (Grigoryev et al. 1999; McGowan et al. 2006) DNA binding sites Two DNA binding sites on the globular domain: a primary binding site (Lys69, Arg73, and Lys85), and a secondary binding site (Lys40, Arg42, Lys52, Arg94) (Goytisolo et al. 1996; Duggan and Thomas 2000) Two DNA binding sites on the M-loop domain: One site around AT-hook motif and the second site around D-and E-helices (McGowan et al. 2006) Mechanism of action One-step formation of compacted chromatin fibers by cooperative binding of globular domains to DNA with a subsequent dimerization inducing stem-like structures needed for chromatin folding (Bednar et al. 1998; Thomas et al. 1992) Two-step formation of compacted chromatin fibers by initial binding to DNA and folding the nucleosome array by M-loop domains and further bridging the separate arrays by RCL domains to create self-associated chromatin fibers (Grigoryev 2001; Springhetti et al. 2003) chromosome condensation in nuclei and isolated mitotic chromosomes through electrostatic neutralization of chromatin components (Strick et al. 2001) . Although core histone tails do not function solely as polycations, they mediate self-association of the nucleosome arrays (Garcia-Ramirez et al. 1992; Tse and Hansen 1997) and together with linker histones are engaged in maintaining the solenoidal fiber structure (Allan et al. 1982) in both modified (Jason et al. 2001 ) and unmodified (Dorigo et al. 2003) forms. By preparing the constructs for nucleosome octamers containing full lenght core histones, Hansen and coworkers (Gordon et al. 2005) revealed that Nterminal tails of all four histones contributed to the salt-dependent oligomerization of the nucleosomal array. Moreover, Fan et al. (2002) detected a core histone-specific oligomerization of chromatin arrays using nucleosomes containing a conserved variant H2A.Z. It appeared that H2A.Z facilitated the intramolecular folding of nucleosomal arrays while simultaneously inhibiting the formation of highly condensed structures that resulted from intermolecular association. This feature of histone H2A.Z may play a fundamental role in creating unique chromatin domains poised for transcriptional activation (Fan et al. 2002) . The neutralization of linker DNA charges is also attributed to linker histones (Caterino and Hayes 2011) which in a cation-related manner could bind the DNA through their positive charges and affect nucleosomal spacing and folding of the chromatin fiber (Blank and Becker 1995) . Linker histones also influenced chromatin structure especially through their C-terminal and globular domains. While specific subdomains containing S/TPKK motifs in a highly basic C-terminal region (Allan et al. 1986 ) were critical for the macromolecular events involved in chromatin condensation (Lu and Hansen 2004) , the globular domain was capable of reducing nucleosome mobility when bound to a linker DNA at the entry/ exit points by forming condensed nucleosome arrays (Allan et al. 1986) . A lability of histone H1 binding to chromatin as revealed by fluorescence recovery after photobleaching technique indicates (Raghuram et al. 2009 ) that a bulk of histone H1 is composed of highly mobile fractions that associate with a majority of the genome while only a small and relatively stable pool is linked with compact regions of the genome. Such a molecular dynamics and intrinsic disorder of C-terminal domains (Hansen et al. 2006 ) are indicative of the ability of histone H1 to form a varied structural and functional chromatin transitions. The linker histones were, however, able to induce chromatin self-association with a varied efficiency depending on the H1 subtype (Nagaraja et al. 1995; Clausell et al. 2009 ). It seems that formation of condensed higher-order chromatin structures requires a proper ion environment to ensure a synergistic activity of the core histone tails and linker histones in chromatin array oligomerization, compaction, and stabilization (Carruthers and Hansen 2000; Arya and Schlick 2009) .
The core and linker histones are not the sole modifiers of chromatin structure. Numerous studies have demonstrated that diverse chromatin-associated proteins were engaged in the formation of various structural and functional chromatin states (for reviews see Grigoryev 2001 and Adkins et al. 2004 ) by creating locally loosened transcriptionally active euchromatin regions or condensed transcriptionally inert heterochromatin. Structurally diverse proteins associated with a heterochromatin spreading can usually operate either individually or as a part of multiprotein complexes (Elgin 1996; Henikoff 1997) . For example, proteins Sir3 and Sir4 are critical for telomeric silencing in Saccharomyces cerevisiae (Gartenberg 2000) , while Su(var)3-7 is a main suppressor of position-effect-variegation in Drosophila (Cléard et al. 1997) . The Su(var)3-7 genomic silencing depends upon interaction with a heterochromatic protein 1 (HP1) (Cléard et al. 1997 ), a highly conserved multifunctional hetrochromatin-associated protein which is present in diverse adult tissues (Nielsen et al. 2001 ) but absent in the mature nucleated avian erythrocytes (Gilbert et al. 2003) . In terminally differentiated human leukocytes, however, the reduced level of HP1 may be balanced by increased accumulation of monocyte and neutrophil elastase inhibitor (MNEI) , which like the MENT belongs to the serpin family of the proteinase inhibitors (Irving et al. 2000) . No MENT homolog, however, is engaged in chromatin condensation in mammalian erythrocytes . During mammalian erythroid cell maturation, a gradual chromatin condensation is prompted by upregulation of MTB (more than blood), a member of SMC (structural maintenance of chromosome) condensin complex. MTB, a homolog of murine condensin II subunit CAP-G2, promotes down-regulation of E-box containing erythroid genes by binding with hematopoietic transcriptional activators, stem cell leukemia (SCL), and E12 bHLH proteins, with a concomitant increase in the level of chromatin compaction . As reported by Rawlings et al. (2011) , a transition from naive to proliferative T cells is accomplished by a conversion of condensed chromatin into decondensed one required for activation of transcription. A proper chromatin compaction in quiescent T cells is maintained by kleisin β, a component of SMC condensin II complex. Surprisingly, none of developmentally regulated architectural proteins is responsible for chromatin condensation in terminally differentiated mouse erythroblasts, in which the high degree of chromatin compaction is well maintained by post-translational modifications of histone proteins (Popova et al. 2009 ). In the apocentric zone of erythroblast heterochromatin, a decrease in histone acetylation with a concomitant increase in the expression of histone deacetylase HDAC5 and accumulation of methylated histone H3 was observed (Popova et al. 2009) .
A highly condensed chromatin structure in avian terminally differentiated blood cells is associated with the presence of developmentally regulated proteins. While the linker histone H5 is bound to the DNA entry/exit points (Travers 1999 ) of adjacent nucleosomes to keep DNA strands close together by generating stem-like structures in the compacted avian erythrocyte chromatin, the nonhistone protein MENT binds to the nucleosomes beyond the entry/exit site (McGowan et al. 2006) connecting neighboring nucleosome arrays in the condensed granulocyte chromatin to form remarkably dense self-associated nucleosome arrays. Below, the structural and functional properties of these chromatin inactivators are briefly discussed.
Histone H5 structure and functionality in erythrocyte chromatin Histone H5, a member of a linker histone family, is a 20.5-kDa protein containing 189 amino acid. This protein is divided into three distinct structural domains (Briand et al. 1980) (Fig. 1) . While the Nterminal domain (NtD), residues 1-21, contains most of the hydrophobic residues and all aromatic residues, the strongly basic C-terminal domain (CtD), residues 101-189, possesses on average 50% Lys and Arg residues (Briand et al. 1980) . Both H5 terminal tails are separated by a central globular domain (GD), residues 22-100, which has a winged-helix fold consisting of three helix bundles, H1 (residues 29-38), H2 (residues 48-58) and H3 (residues 65-78), and two β-ribbon strands (residues 81-85 and 93-96) (Ramakrishnan et al. 1993) .
It has been revealed (Ramakrishnan et al. 1993; Duggan and Thomas 2000) that two putative DNAbinding sites were arranged as two clusters of positively charged residues located on the opposite sites on the histone H5 globular domain. The first cluster, referred to as "primary binding site," comprised Lys69, Arg73 and Lys85 and the second one, known as "secondary binding site" contains Lys40, Arg42, Lys52, and Arg94. The site-directed mutagenesis and chromatin binding assays have revealed (Goytisolo et al. 1996 ) that both DNA-binding sites in the histone H5 globular domain are required for correct binding to the nucleosome. The H5 globular domain can interact with the nucleosome by connecting one terminus of chromatosomal DNA with the site located close to the dyad (Lambert et al. 1991 ). An asymmetrical mode of histone H5 binding was supported by Zhou and coworkers (1998) who, by using protein-DNA cross-linking experiments, mapped Ser 71 close to Arg 73 to the one terminal end of the chromatosomal DNA in the primary binding site, and Ser 41 between Lys 40 and Arg 42 to a site close to the midpoint in the secondary binding site, so that histone H5 globular domain created a bridge between one arm of the DNA and the nucleosome dyad resulting in a simultaneous connection of two gyres of the DNA. A new model of histone H5 interaction with nucleosome revealed, however, three potential sites through which the H5 globular domain contacted the DNA (Fan and Roberts 2006) . The primary protein-DNA interactions occur at the site II through the insertion of Lys 85 into the major groove of DNA accompanied by additional contacts at the site I (the interaction of the Arg 47, Lys 69, and Arg 74 with the DNA major groove), and at the site III with the DNA backbone located between Lys 40 and Lys 97. The implication is that the H5 globular domain may interact with both the DNA dyad and with the DNA arms which, as authors suggested, agree with a symmetrical mode of the binding of histone H5 to the nucleosome (Simpson 1978) . According to the all-atom model of chromatin fiber with linker histones (Wong et al. 2007 ), the globular domain of histone H5 can be positioned within a chromatosome depending on the nucleosome repeat length and could be placed either on the dyad axis in between two DNA linkers in the nucleosomes with short NRLs or located in a pocket made by longer linkers at the entry/exit point to bridge both DNA linkers and the nucleosomal DNA at the dyad in the nucleosome arrays containing longer NRLs. For chromatosomes with a relatively short NRL (177 bp), the DNA joining consecutive nucleosomes is very short (10 bp in this case) and seems to be lacked binding sites for H5 tails, whereas the chromatosomes with longer NRLs can make contacts with H5 tails, the number of which increase by 1 with every increment of 10 bp above the 177 bp NRL. In the latter cases, the linker histones induce DNA kinks with a consequent change in the direction of DNA linker at the exit site.
Despite a controversial view of how the structured histone H5 globular domain binds to the nucleosome, its role in DNA stabilization in the nucleosome core has been established in different experiments (Buckle et al. 1992 and references therein). Moreover, the histone H5 C-terminal domain is equally important in the determination of folded states involved in chromatin condensation (Vila et al. 2000; Lu and Hansen 2004) . This domain, unstructured in aqueous solutions (Allan et al. 1986 ), may adopt α-helical conformation when bound to the DNA (Clark et al. 1988 ). The α-helix formed by intra-helix hydrogen bonding and neutralization of positive charges of the lysine and arginine residues was divided into the segments demarcated by proline residues which resulted in the bending of the α-helical region. Thus, the α-helical segment in the C-terminal domain may twist around the DNA phosphate backbone exerting a stabilizing effect on the linker DNA in the 30-nm chromatin fiber. In addition, when chromatin fiber is folded into a higher order structure, the histone H5 C-terminal domains remain close enough between adjacent nucleosomes to be linked with a crosslinking agent (Lennard and Thomas 1985) .
Histone H5 replacing histone H1 in mature erythrocytes constituted about 60% of the total amount of linker histones (Koutzamani et al. 2002) . Exchange of H1 by H5 prevented the mobility of nucleosomes (Pennings et al. 1994 ) resulting in a greater stability of chromatin (Bates and Thomas 1981) so that the histone H5 is regarded to be more potent factor in producing extensively repressed regions in the erythroid genome. A microinjection of H5 into proliferating myoblasts generated a densely compacted chromatin in the injected cells compatible with the inhibition of transcription and replication (Bergman et al. 1988) . A similar repressive effect was observed after expression of histone H5 in rat sarcoma cells transfected with MMTV-H5 constructs (Sun et al. 1990) . A higher binding affinity of histone H5 compared to H1 subtypes (Orrego et al. 2007) could explain a greater ability of the H5 to produce more compacted chromatin fibers in transfected rat sarcoma cells (Sun et al. 1990 ). Such effects may result from a better neutralization of DNA charges by the H5 due to its higher content of Arg residues. The efficiently bound nucleosomes tended to form axially stable structures similar to those in mature erythrocyte chromatin (Sun et al. 1990) . Unlike the rest of linker histones, the histone H5 has a tendency to form dimers in solution by specific self-contacts within the globular domains (Carter and van Holde 1998) . Using a computational docking tool for evaluation of the interaction between histone H5 globular domains, Fan and Roberts (2006) corroborated that the nucleosome dimerization was triggered by the interaction of aromatic residues between the H5 monomers (Ramakrishnan et al. 1993 ) which induced greater chromatin compaction by bringing the adjacent nucleosomes closer together to form zig zag structures (Rydberg et al. 1998; Bednar et al. 1998 ) and by connecting distant nucleosome segments to create a uniformly thick nucleosomal array (Fan and Roberts 2006) (Fig. 2a) . These findings are consistent with the linker histone-induced stem formation required for chromatin folding (Bednar et al. 1998 ) as well as with a continuous fiber model obtained by successively stacking of tetranucleosomes one on another (Schalch et al. 2005) . Moreover, the avian erythrocyte histone H5 is gradually phosphorylated after synthesis and then dephosphorylated to become fully devoid of phosphate at the terminal stage of development (Sung et al. 1977) . Dephosphorylation is correlated with a strong increase in the affinity of histone H5 for DNA resulting in a sharp shift of chromatin to fully condensed state (Aubert et al. 1991) .
A developmentally regulated histone H5 is a main factor mediating the stability of erythrocyte chromatin. The neutralization of DNA negative charges by a deposition of positively charged histone H5 molecules (Blank and Becker 1995) resulted in a formation of condensed chromatin structure. Histone H5 can produce a folded chromatin independently of other chromatin-modifying proteins (Sun et al. 1990 ) without significant alterations in the arrangement of the nucleosomal arrays (Bednar et al. 1998 ). The histone H5-induced repressive effects mainly depend on the interactions between H5 globular domains themselves (Thomas et al. 1992 ) placed at axial positions (Thoma et al. 1979 ) because spatial juxtaposition of globular histone H5 domains promotes their self-association and tends to stabilize chromatin fiber (Maman et al. 1994) . By forming stable stemlike structures (Hamiche et al. 1996) , the histone H5 may facilitate partial interdigitating of the nucleosome arrays to create structurally heteromorphic regions along chromatin fibers (Horowitz et al. 1994; Grigoryev et al. 2009 ). MENT structure and functionality in granulocyte chromatin MENT, a basic 42-kDa protein containing 410 amino acids, is classified as a member of serpin family due to the presence of serpin-related conserved reactive center loop (RCL) domain (residues 352-379) engaged in the formation of disordered conformations in the proteases (Huntington et al. 2000; Irving et al. 2000) . But unlike the other serpins, the MENT possesses additional M-loop domain (residues 61-91) which is able to interact with DNA and a nuclear localization signal (NLS) domain (residues 80-84) responsible for the nuclear targeting Grigoryev et al. 1999) . These protein domains are made up of three β-sheets (A-C) surrounded by nine α-helices (hA-hI) (McGowan et al. 2006) (Table 1) forming a charged patch centered on D-and E-helices with a potential for DNA-binding. While the RCL extension is connecting two strands of the four stranded C β-sheet around which the neutral and acidic amino acids are arranged, the M-loop harboring AT hook motif exposed on the surface of the MENT as well as D-and E-helices containing positively charged amino acids contribute to the formation of DNA binding sites (McGowan et al. 2006) . One DNA binding site is encompassing a positively charged segment around the D-and Ehelices, while the second one corresponds to a short sequence related to the AT-hook motif (McGowan et al. 2006 ) which has been recognized as a typical motif in nuclear proteins known to interact with the DNA (Aravind and Landsman 1998) . Springhetti et al. (2003) reported the effects of Mloop and RCL segments on the initiation and maintaining of compacted chromatin at terminal stages of granulocyte differentiation. The electrophoretic mobility shift assays and electron microscopy image analysis of a series of MENT mutants with fully swapped RCL domain by the inactive one from ovalbumin or the mutants with deleted M-loop residues as well as with a single point mutation (T→R) in the RCL hinge region have shown that all these mutations influenced the interaction of MENT with the chromatin. Because the mutated forms differently interacted with both naked DNA and reconstituted nucleosome arrays, the activity of both M-loop and RCL domain in wild-type MENT was necessary for proper chromatin condensation. Interestingly, these two domains fulfilled distinct functions in the course of MENT-induced chromatin transition to more compacted states. The wild-type MENT and inactivated RCL mutants formed juxtaposed parallel structures of folded DNA, while deletion of M-loop prevented their formation. Moreover, the M-loop inactivating mutants prevented a cooperative interaction of the MENT with DNA. The folding and selfoligomerization were apparent after the reconstitution of nucleosome arrays with the wild-type MENT but not with the M-loop mutants. The loss-of-function RCL mutant exhibited an impaired capacity for selfassociation of folded nucleosome arrays. Therefore, the MENT-dependent chromatin condensation requires both a cooperative binding and folding of DNA associated with the M-loop domain and the RCL-dependent MENT oligomerization which in cooperation with linker histones is needed to form self-associated chromatin fibers . A bipartite mechanism leading to repression of granulocyte chromatin is initiated by the binding of the MENT to DNA linker entry-exit segments bringing them to close apposition in a linker region (Grigoryev 2001) followed by the RCL β-strand interactions between adjoining molecules (McGowan et al. 2006 ) facilitating the protein oligomerization. The MENT oligomers are engaged in bridging laterally self-associated chromatin fibers and forming strongly compacted chromatin states (Fig. 2b) . As mentioned above, the MENT-promoted chromatin condensation might be locally enhanced by other proteins, especially linker and core histones. Since MENT reconstitution with chicken oligonucleosomes containing linker histones resulted in a higher rate of chromatin self-association compared to a weaker chromatin bridging when linker histones were absent , it seems that the heterochromatin spreading depends on the changing levels of the MENT or the linker histone composition (Koutzamani et al. 2002) in distinct chromatin regions. In addition, a cooperation between dimethylated Lys9 in the N-terminal domain of histone H3 and the MENT RCL domain has been found to result in promoting facultative chromatin condensation .
It seems that exact function of the MENT in a compact peripheral heterochromatin in avian blood cells , where it selectively interacts with silent genetic loci (Grigoryev 2001 ), probably does not rely on a direct formation of condensed chromatin via binding to a specific DNA sequence but rather on the maintenance of already inactivated portion of the genome by holding together self-associated chromatin fibers which give rise to large-scale repressed area of chromatin.
Conclusions
Linker histone H5 highly expressed in avian erythrocytes and non-histone chromatin protein MENT abundant in avian granulocytes represent chromatincondensing proteins. The remodeling factor MENT acts by gluing together nucleosome arrays and promoting self-association of chromatin fibers. The establishment and development of compacted chromatin regions seem to follow a similar course driven by structurally unrelated domains of histone H5 and MENT. While compaction of erythrocyte chromatin may be mainly attributed to the histone H5 globular domain which due to a tendency toward dimerization can induce the aggregation of nucleosomes and maintain self-associatied chromatin fibers, the protein MENT is engaged in the folding of nucleosome arrays through its M-loop domain and subsequent RCL domain-dependent protein oligomerization to hold self-associated chromatin fibers via protein bridges. The condensation and subsequent repression of chromatin may arise from the electrostatic attractions between negative charges of DNA and positive charges of the protein domains which in common with counter-ions could enable compaction and selfassociation of nucleosome arrays. Therefore, the high level of compaction may require either positively charged histone H5 globular domain or a positively charged amino acid cluster around the MENT M-loop domain which is engaged in neutralization of DNA charges. In addition, a negatively charged surface around the MENT R-loop domain is needed for the interactions with other positively charged proteins. The main difference in the effectiveness of H5 and MENT seems to concern the extend of chromatin compactness through the neutralization of the DNA charge. A presence of greater number of positively charged residues in granulocyte MENT compared with erythrocyte histone H5 might induce a stronger compaction and repressive effect in granulocytes. However, regardless of the level of the inert chromatin generated in different blood cells, it seems that chromatin inactivation may be driven by dissimilar structural domains in distinct proteins which can adopt similar mechanisms which allow performing a related function.
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